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Due to its excellent diagnostic performance, CT is the mainstay of diagnostic test in adults with suspected acute appendicitis
in many countries. Although debatable, extensive epidemiological studies have suggested that CT radiation is carcinogenic,
at least in children and adolescents. Setting aside the debate over the carcinogenic risk of CT radiation, the value of judicious
use of CT radiation cannot be overstated for the diagnosis of appendicitis, considering that appendicitis is a very common
disease, and that the vast majority of patients with suspected acute appendicitis are adolescents and young adults with
average life expectancies. Given the accumulated evidence justifying the use of low-dose CT (LDCT) of only 2 mSv, there is
no reasonable basis to insist on using radiation dose of multi-purpose abdominal CT for the diagnosis of appendicitis,
particularly in adolescents and young adults. Published data strongly suggest that LDCT is comparable to conventional dose
CT in terms of clinical outcomes and diagnostic performance. In this narrative review, we will discuss such evidence for
reducing CT radiation in adolescents and young adults with suspected appendicitis.
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INTRODUCTION
CT radiation is arguably carcinogenic [1-5]. Concerns
about carcinogenic risk have prompted attempts to
reduce CT radiation exposure used for the diagnosis of
appendicitis. Some researchers have concluded that lowdose appendiceal CT (LDCT) should be implemented in all
emergency departments and clinical trials [6,7]. However,
the adoption of LDCT is disappointingly slow. A survey [8]
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in 2016 showed that care providers were still concerned
that the low image quality with LDCT may lead to incorrect
diagnoses. It is disappointing that some care providers
are still unaware of or disregard previous study results
showing that LDCT is comparable to conventional dose CT
(CDCT). The discrepancy between science and practice is
attributable to care providers’ defensive natures, preferring
cleaner CT images to noisy LDCT images. Once medical
treatments become universally accepted in clinical practice,
their use becomes very difficult to modify, even if proven
ineffective or even harmful [9].
To bridge this discrepancy, this narrative review aims to
provide care providers with a neutral and critical assessment
of evidence for reducing CT radiation in adolescents and
young adults with suspected appendicitis.

Current CT Utilization
Patients with appendicitis typically present with right
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lower quadrant tenderness, pain, abdominal rigidity, and
pain migration to the right lower quadrant. However,
diagnosis using only clinical features and laboratory
tests is often limited [10,11] because most patients with
appendicitis do not have typical presentations, while
other diseases can mimic appendicitis clinically. Therefore,
the use of preoperative imaging tests in patients with
suspected appendicitis is now accepted as standard practice
in many developed countries [12,13]. Although there have
been historical debates [14], ample evidence suggests that
utilization of preoperative imaging, particularly CT, prevents
unnecessary appendectomy (i.e., unnecessary removal of
the uninflamed appendix) without increasing appendiceal
perforation [15].
In many countries, CT is the mainstay of diagnostic
imaging in adults with suspected appendicitis. Previous
meta-analyses [16-18] drew consistent conclusions that
CT outperforms ultrasonography in the diagnosis of
appendicitis. Due to its excellent diagnostic performance, CT
is utilized 10–15 times more frequently than ultrasonography
in the United States [19] and South Korea [20,21]. In
contrast, in some European regions [22-24], ultrasonography
is widely used, while CT is reserved for patients with
inconclusive ultrasonography results. Recently, magnetic
resonance imaging has been introduced for the diagnosis of
appendicitis, showing high reported diagnostic sensitivities
and specificities often exceeding 95% [25]. However, it is
yet to be determined whether these promising results can
be generalized to most hospitals and different healthcare
systems due to the variability of magnetic resonance
imaging availability, accuracy, and feasibility in acute care
settings.

CT Radiation Dose
The term diagnostic reference levels (DRLs) have been
used to refer to the “representative” dose of a given CT
application in a population. DRL is typically defined as the
third quartile of doses collected across CT machines and
hospitals [26]. The unit of radiation dose used in this study
is the effective dose (in mSv), which is a general measure
of the detrimental effect of ionizing radiation often used
for comparing imaging studies or justifying the use of an
imaging study [27]. Hereafter, we use “conventional dose”
to refer a radiation dose near the DRL which is typically
7 mSv or higher [28-32], and “low dose” to refer a dose
considerably lower than the DRL.
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There have been only limited data on the DRL of CT
examinations dedicated to the diagnosis of appendicitis.
However, some large-scale data are available regarding DRLs
used for multi-purpose abdominal CT examination in adults,
which is presumably the same scanning protocol used for
adults with suspected appendicitis in many hospitals. The
reported DRLs from various countries in 2000–2020 range
from 460 mGy·cm to 880 mGy·cm in dose-length product
[28-32], which corresponds to effective doses of 7–13 mSv
with a conversion factor of 0.015 mSv/mGy·cm [33].
Reported CT radiation doses used for the evaluation
of suspected appendicitis vary widely depending on the
region, hospitals, and CT machines. In a survey involving
14 US hospitals in 2004–2005 [34], most of the hospitals
used fixed tube-current time products ranging from 160
mAs to 380 mAs with a peak tube potential of 120 kVp
or 140 kVp, while few hospitals used automatic exposure
control techniques. A survey [20] involving 22 CT machines
in 11 South Korean hospitals in 2011 found a surprisingly
wide variation in dose, ranging from 2 mSv to over 20 mSv.
The variation was partly attributable to the use of multiphase scanning in some hospitals, despite the lack of a
rationale for using multi-phase scans for the diagnosis of
appendicitis. A European survey [35] involving 19 hospitals
in 14 countries in 2018–2019 also reported considerable
inter- and within-hospital variations in radiation dose,
which was again attributable to multi-phase scanning in
a substantial portion of patients. In the European survey,
the DRL was 874 mGy·cm in the dose-length product
(corresponding to an effective dose of 13 mSv) for a CT
examination and 498 mGy·cm (corresponding to 7 mSv) for
a contrast-enhancement phase.
In 2004, Keyzer et al. [36] first reported the use of LDCT
(approximately 2 mSv) for the diagnosis of appendicitis in
adults. In subsequent studies comparing LDCT and CDCT
[37-43], the tested low dose ranged from 1 mSv to 4 mSv,
while the tested conventional dose ranged from 5 mSv to
10 mSv, with a 2–6 fold difference between the low and
conventional doses within each of the studies. In recent
comparative studies [41-44], the tested low dose ranged
from 1 to 2 mSv, which was similar to the radiation level
tested by Keyzer et al. [36]. In non-comparative studies
that explored the usefulness of LDCT in the diagnosis of
appendicitis [45,46], the tested low dose also ranged
from 1 to 2 mSv, which is close to the worldwide average
annual exposure to natural radiation sources [47] or dose
of three conventional abdominal radiographs [27]. Park et
https://doi.org/10.3348/kjr.2021.0596
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al. [48] tested even lower doses (i.e., sub-mSv levels) for
appendiceal CT using an iterative reconstruction technique.

Carcinogenic Risk of CT Radiation
Even if the carcinogenic risk for an individual patient
is assumed to be very small, the risk projected to a very
large population may render a real risk of cancer [49].
This concern is based on the following epidemiological
knowledge. First, a vast number of patients undergo
appendiceal CT worldwide due to the high incidence of
appendicitis and the popularity of CT. Second, among
those exposed to CT radiation, patients who turn out
to have a normal appendix heavily outnumber patients
confirmed to have appendicitis, particularly in the regions
where appendiceal CT is popular [50]. Third, a substantial
portion of the patients suspected of having appendicitis
are adolescents and young adults with average life
expectancies, and are intrinsically more vulnerable to the
carcinogenic risk of radiation compared to older patients.
Epidemiological Studies
There has been only one epidemiological study [5] on
the carcinogenic risk of CT radiation specifically used
for the diagnosis of appendicitis. This was a nationwide
population-based cohort study in South Korea that included
more than eight hundred thousand children and adults
who underwent appendectomy. The study concluded that
exposure to CT radiation was associated with a higher
incidence of hematologic malignancies (incidence rate ratio
between CT-exposed versus CT-unexposed group, 1.26).
The increase in incidence was more pronounced in children
(incidence rate ratio, 2.14) than in adults. Unlike previous
epidemiologic studies [1,2], the Korean cohort study was
designed to account for reverse causation and confounding
by specifying the indication for CT examination (i.e.,
diagnosing appendicitis).
In terms of CT examinations not confined to the diagnosis
of appendicitis, extensive epidemiological studies [1-4]
have suggested that radiation is carcinogenic, particularly
in children and adolescents. A United Kingdom cohort study
[1] reported that cumulative organ doses of 50–60 mGy
triple the risk of leukemia and brain cancer. An Australian
cohort study [2] showed that CT radiation exposure is
associated with an increase of 20% or more in cancer risk.
Unlike the Korean cohort study [5], these studies did not
specify the indications for CT examinations. The reported
kjronline.org
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carcinogenic risk may have been overestimated, as some of
the CT examinations may have been performed in patients
with preexisting but yet undetectable cancer (reverse
causation), or in patients with conditions that confer the
risk of cancer (confounding by indication) [51]. A French
cohort study [52] claimed that adjustment for confounders
(i.e., cancer-predisposing factors) may mitigate the
overestimation of carcinogenic risk. The upcoming study
—Epidemiological study to quantify risks for paediatric
computerized tomography and to optimise doses (EPI-CT)
[53]—will offer an opportunity for a better understanding
of the potential risk of CT radiation.
Modeling Studies
Sex- and organ-specific lifetime excess incidence of
radiation-induced cancer can be estimated using risk
models, such as the biological effects of the ionizing
radiation VII model [54]. A similar simulation method has
been used in landmark studies to estimate the carcinogenic
risk associated with CT radiation [49]. However, it should be
noted that risk projection involves unverified assumptions
and that the methods of estimating carcinogenic risk are
still evolving. Using the risk projection model, Kim et al. [41]
estimated that exposure to 2-mSv CT at the age of 30 years
would result in a lifetime excess risk of 14 and 16 cancers
per 100000 male and female patients, respectively, while
exposure to 8-mSv CT would result in 63 and 72 cancers,
respectively. These estimates imply that using 2 mSv
instead of 8 mSv in an estimated 2000 male or 1800 female
patients aged 30 years would eventually prevent one case
of cancer.
In contrast, a decision analysis study [55] suggested
that the choice of imaging modality between CT and others
(combined ultrasonography and CT, or magnetic resonance
imaging) for the diagnosis of appendicitis would affect
life expectancy only minimally. For example, a 20-yearold male would have a life-expectancy loss of 5.8, 6.8, and
8.2 days by using magnetic resonance imaging, combined
ultrasonography and CT, and CT, respectively. The small
differences in the life-expectancy loss among different
imaging modalities could be attributed to the very low
incidence of radiation-induced cancer. If the fatality is
diluted in a large base of the population, the average
individual loss in life expectancy would be small.
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Diagnostic Effectiveness and Efficacy: LDCT vs.
CDCT
Critical Appraisal of Previous Studies
Previous studies investigating the diagnostic
effectiveness or efficacy of LDCT should be critically
appraised with three important viewpoints that have not
been sufficiently addressed in previous reviews [56-59].
First, most of the studies were prone to potential biases
intrinsic to their retrospective nature. Therefore, the biases
must have affected the meta-analyses [56-59] regarding
the diagnostic performance. Except for two prospective
randomized controlled trials [41,43], the remaining studies
mostly featured multi-reader multi-case designs for intrapatient pair-wise comparisons of two serial CT scans
[36,38,39,42,60] or dose simulations [37]. One study [40]
retrospectively analyzed official CT reports using a beforeand-after design.
Second, all but one study were single-center studies
conducted by a small number of expert radiologists
motivated toward the use of LDCT, which raises concerns
about the generalizability of the study results. In a
pragmatic clinical trial [43,61], 20 hospitals with little
prior experience in LDCT successfully delivered 2-mSv CT
practice to over 1500 adolescents and young adults. Even
for the trial, the generalizability of the study results is still
uncertain from a strict viewpoint, since all the participating
sites were teaching hospitals, only a third of the eligible
patients were randomly assigned, and the catchment area
was limited to South Korea.
Third, clinical outcomes were assessed in only two
randomized controlled trials [41,43]. Other studies were
limited to the assessment of diagnostic performance or
inter-observer agreement, which are all intermediate
outcomes that may be decoupled from more ultimate
outcomes [62].
Clinical Outcomes and Diagnostic Performance
The primary clinical outcomes measured in the two
trials [41,43] were negative appendectomy rate (i.e.,
the percentage of uninflamed appendices out of all nonincidental appendectomies) and appendiceal perforation
rate (i.e., the percentage of perforated appendicitis out of
all cases of confirmed appendicitis). Negative appendectomy
indicates the clinical consequence of a false-positive
diagnosis of appendicitis, whereas appendiceal perforation
is associated with a delayed (or false-negative) diagnosis.
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The two reciprocal endpoints have been commonly used
as quality indices in the management of patients with
suspected appendicitis [63-65], and in the overall patient
access to emergency medical care [66].
In one of the two trials, which was a single-center study
[41], the 2-mSv group was non-inferior to the 8-mSv group
in terms of negative appendectomy rate (3.5% vs. 3.2%),
while the appendiceal perforation rate was comparable
between the two groups (26.5% vs. 23.3%). To test the
generalizability of the single-center trial results, Korean
researchers conducted another multi-center pragmatic
trial [43,67,68] involving 20 hospitals with little prior
experience with LDCT [69]. A total of 3074 adolescents
and young adults were randomized to undergo 2-mSv CT or
CDCT (≤ 8 mSv). Again, the two groups were comparable
in terms of negative appendectomy rate (3.9% vs. 2.7%),
appendiceal perforation rate (34.7% vs. 31.2%), the need
for additional imaging tests, or delay in patient disposition.
An example LDCT protocol used in the Korean multicenter
trial is detailed in the Supplementary Table 1.
Several studies have directly compared the diagnostic
performance of LDCT and CDCT as the first line imaging
test in adolescents and young adults with suspected
appendicitis (Table 1). The studies were conducted mainly
in South Korea [38,40-43] and Europe [36,37,39,60].
Importantly, the studies consistently reported that LDCT
is comparable to CDCT with respect to the area under the
receiver operating characteristic curve, sensitivity, and
specificity. Recent meta-analyses [56-59] of randomized [41]
and non-randomized [36-40,42] studies that used different
CT imaging protocols have also shown similar results.
However, the reported diagnostic performance may have
been inflated due to verification biases, because in all the
studies, histopathologic confirmation of appendicitis was
selectively obtained in patients with positive CT results
[41,43]. Furthermore, the bias may have occurred differently
in the LDCT and CDCT groups, even in the randomized
controlled trials, due to the imbalance in the number of
appendectomies [43].
Complicated vs. Uncomplicated Appendicitis
Recent clinical trials [70-74] have shown the potential
of non-surgical antibiotic treatment as an alternative to
surgery for appendicitis in patients presumed to have
uncomplicated appendicitis. The ongoing shift of surgical
threshold from appendicitis vs. non-appendicitis to
complicated vs. uncomplicated appendicitis poses a new
https://doi.org/10.3348/kjr.2021.0596
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diagnostic challenge of differentiating complicated from
uncomplicated appendicitis [75]. The motivation is to
triage patients, thereby applying the option of non-surgical
treatment selectively to patients with uncomplicated
appendicitis while performing emergency appendectomy in
patients with complicated appendicitis [76].
The data from several previous studies [38,40,41]
indirectly suggest that LDCT is comparable to CDCT for the
diagnosis of perforated appendicitis, although few studies
have directly addressed this issue. A post hoc analysis [77]
of the Korean multicenter trial data [43] suggested that
2-mSv CT and CDCT (≤ 8 mSv) were comparable for correct
detection and false detection of perforated appendicitis.
A Finnish study [60] also reported comparable diagnostic
accuracy of a LDCT protocol (3 mSv) to a standard CT
protocol (4 mSv) in differentiating between uncomplicated
and complicated appendicitis.
However, regardless of the radiation dose, CT has limited
sensitivity in differentiating complicated appendicitis from
uncomplicated appendicitis [78]. Based on data from the
Korean multi-center trial [43] comparing 2-mSv CT and
CDCT (≤ 8 mSv), the sensitivity was limited to 43% in both
groups despite a high specificity (89.2% vs. 91.2%) for the
differentiation of perforated appendicitis from unperforated
appendicitis [77]. This corroborates the results of a
recent systematic review [75], which concluded that many
individual CT findings indicative of complicated appendicitis
(e.g., appendiceal wall defect) are highly specific but not
sensitive (Fig. 1). For successful non-surgical treatment,
sensitivity is more important than specificity in diagnosing
complicated appendicitis, because false-negative diagnosis
may result in serious abdominal infection complicating
unsuccessful non-surgical treatment [79]. Retrospective
studies have shown the potential for improving sensitivity
over 90% by refining the diagnostic criteria for CT findings
[80] or by incorporating clinical and laboratory findings
as well as image findings, but at the cost of specificity
[81,82]. There seems to be much room for improvement
to optimally select patients for non-surgical treatment.
To achieve generalizability and global standardization of
treatment, international scientific collaboration is needed
by combining prospective patient databases [83].
Alternative Diagnoses
A post hoc analysis [84] of the Korean multi-center trial
data [43] suggested that 2-mSv CT is comparable to CDCT
(≤ 8 mSv) for the diagnosis of right colonic diverticulitis,
https://doi.org/10.3348/kjr.2021.0596
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A

B

Fig. 1. A 38-year-old female with right lower quadrant pain.

A, B. Contrast-enhanced transverse (A) and coronal (B) low-dose CT images show an appendiceal wall defect (arrows) at the inflamed appendix
(arrowheads) and periappendiceal fat infiltration (curved arrows). Perforation was confirmed both surgically and pathologically.

A

B

Fig. 2. A 21-year-old female with right lower quadrant pain.

A, B. Contrast-enhanced transverse (A) and coronal (B) low-dose CT images clearly show the normal appendix (arrows) in the abundant
periappendiceal fat. The effective dose of the CT scan was 3 mSv, which was adjusted to the body size (body-mass index, 33.5 kg/m2) through
automatic exposure control.

which is the most common specific alternative diagnosis in
South Korea [41,43], and probably in Eastern Asia. Other
data also indirectly support the idea that LDCT also works
well for alternative diagnoses. In a Korean multicenter
trial [43], final diagnoses other than appendicitis were
adjudicated in 673 (43.8%) patients in the 2-mSv CT group
and 687 (44.6%) patients in the CDCT (≤ 8 mSv) group
with a similar distribution of alternative diagnoses. In
other smaller retrospective studies [38-40,42], the reported
kjronline.org
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diagnostic sensitivity for alternative diagnosis was similar
between the two groups.
Unfortunately, all these data had inevitable limitations,
including a small number of patients in each disease
category, incompleteness of reference standards, and
subjectivity in adjudicating final diagnoses. Specifically,
final diagnosis often had to be adjudicated based on the
CT results, as CT was practically the most accurate test for
diagnosis (e.g., ureteral stone) [41,43]. Importantly, the
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three largest [40,41,43] of the studies discussed above
included only patients aged 15–44 years. Thus, the optimism
that LDCT is comparable to CDCT for alternative diagnoses
may not apply to an older population with a higher
prevalence of serious chronic or malignant diseases that can
mimic appendicitis or cause secondary appendicitis [85].

Stepwise Multimodal Diagnostic Approach
Incorporating LDCT
Patient Subgroups Less Benefited From LDCT
Given its radiation-free nature, it is unclear whether
ultrasonography is the preferred imaging test for children
and pregnant women with suspected appendicitis [13]. For
pediatric patients under 15 years of age, ultrasonography
should be preferred over CT, as supported by many
guidelines. The radiation-saving advantage is less likely
to be useful in patients with shorter life expectancies due
to old age or serious comorbidities. CDCT may be more
appropriate in such patients, because they have a higher
prevalence of critical intra-abdominal abnormalities as
alternative diagnoses or incidental findings on CT [85].
The subgroups of the Korean multicenter trial [43]
were stratified by sex, body size, clinical risk scores for
appendicitis [86,87], time of CT examination (working hours
vs. after hours), CT machine, radiologist’s experience, site
practice volume, and site experience with LDCT. Overall, the
subgroup analyses showed consistent results of important
clinical outcomes [43] and diagnostic performance [88]
across various subgroups, implying that LDCT can replace
CDCT in diverse populations. Nevertheless, the researchers
pointed out that further studies are needed to confirm their
conclusion in patients with extreme body sizes, as their
data included a limited number of patients.
We recognize the practitioners’ concern that the
diagnostic accuracy of LDCT may be compromised in
patients with large body sizes. Unfortunately, no previous
studies have included enough obese patients to answer this
question. Importantly, the physical principle that image
noise increases with increasing body size does not directly
project to modern CT machines equipped with automatic
exposure control that can maintain consistent image quality
across different body sizes. Patients with obesity tend to
have more intra-abdominal fat, which helps visualize the
appendix on CT images (Fig. 2) [89].
A smaller body size can limit the performance of LDCT.
Two small studies [39,45] have suggested that 1–2-mSv
524

CT may have limited diagnostic sensitivity in patients with
small body sizes or sparse pericecal fat. However, many
other studies [36,38,40,41,43,45] including the two Korean
trials did not find notable effects of body-mass index or
pericecal fat [90] on the diagnosis of appendicitis at 1–4
mSv CT. Regardless of these data, ultrasonography instead
of CT should be preferred to CT for slender patients who
generally have a good sonic window.
Selective Utilization of CT
Several studies that did not specifically address lowdose techniques have attempted to use selective CT in
patients with suspected appendicitis. The study results
[91-93] regarding the usefulness of clinical scoring systems
for selective CT were conflicting. A meta-analysis [94]
regarding selective CT following ultrasonography reported
a pooled sensitivity of 89.9% and specificity of 93.6%.
Evidence on the use of selective LDCT is limited. Further
efforts are needed to incorporate LDCT into radiationefficient diagnostic algorithms [93]. Importantly, for the
patient subset of clinically equivocal cases in the Korean
multicenter trial, 2-mSv CT was comparable to CDCT (≤ 8
mSv) in terms of clinical outcomes [43] and diagnostic
performance [88].

CONCLUSION
Compelling evidence has accumulated for the use of an
LDCT dose of only 2 mSv instead of CDCT in adolescents
and adults with suspected appendicitis. The diagnosis
of appendicitis is one of the few CT applications for
which LDCT has been found by large pragmatic trials and
systematic reviews as comparable to CDCT. We encourage
radiologists, emergency room physicians, and surgeons to
implement LD appendiceal CT in everyday clinical practice.
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